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ABSTRACT
Failure to meet user preferences continues to prevail as a major reason for
innovation project failure despite wide arrays of methods and
methodologies available for addressing it. The user research and user
insight availability problem appears to have become replaced by a
method and insight adequacy problem. This calls for the means to
better address how organisations and project teams know their users,
and how this knowing is intertwined in other organisational processes. A
research challenge lies in developing representational templates that are
both specific enough for addressing explicit and implicit user insight
and encompassing enough for linking these to the relevant project and
organisational issues. We develop such a representational template
based on ecologies of knowledge mapping and discuss its potential
through applying it to a comparative study on two social media web
service projects of the Finnish National Broadcasting Company.
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Introduction

The understanding of user needs has prevailed among the top three reasons for IT project success or
failure ever since the issue was first studied in the 1970s (Coombs, Saviotti, and Walsh 1987; Standish
Group 2015; Hansen, Berente, and Lyytinen 2009). Data from approximately 50,000 IT project cases
indicates a low overall success rate of 29% (Standish Group 2015) and with products, the failure rate
often varies between 35% and 45%, while involving users tends to positively correlate with higher
success rates (see e.g. Castellion and Markham 2013; Saunders, Seepersad, and Hölttä-Otto 2011).

At the same time research on how to understand and incorporate user needs into products and ser-
vices has been pursued by several disciplines. Hundreds of techniques, methods andmethodologies have
been developed for addressing end-user needs and contexts in human-centred design, co-design and
user innovation research (e.g. Preece, Rogers, and Sharp 2002; Muller and Kuhn 1993; Jeppesen and
Molin 2003; Bødker, Kensing, and Simonsen 2004; von Hippel 2005; Bogers, Afuah, and Bastian 2010).
User experience research, service design and customer co-creation have provided further repertoires
for designing for users value (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004; Curedale 2013; Preece, Rogers, and
Sharp 2002). Most of these methods have been applied in real-life projects and some types of measures,
such as usability evaluation, have become mainstream. Thus the simple non-availability of methods for
different development contexts no longer appears plausible as a key reason for failing to address user
needs, whereas the widespread ad hoc use of methods may be: practitioners use the means they
happen to know and shy away from more ambitious user integration methods, even in the face of
clear successes (Olson and Bakke 2001; Hyysalo et al. 2015; Hannukainen, Mäkinen, and Hyysalo 2017).
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The interrelation between user insight methods and their real-life deployment in organisations
presents an empirically important area of research, but one that has remained a sidestream in the
relevant disciplines. HCD, human–computer interaction (HCI) and requirements process research
have all advanced and validated sophisticated research methods for studying and modelling custo-
mer organisations, but not held a similar interest in studying organisations, which do design and
development, from here on developer organisations (Jeffries et al. 2007; Woolrych et al. 2011). In inno-
vation and knowledge management, user knowledge features as an issue in external knowledge and
resource integration (Leonard-Barton 1995; Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004; Piller andWest 2014) but
the resulting models have remained generic in nature, basically featuring a diametrically opposed
limitation to the design and requirements fields that lack sufficient coverage.

A line of research that has bridged the partial design and management orientations to user knowl-
edge can be found in science and technology studies (S&TS). This research has drawn attention to the
blending of informal and formal ways of understanding users in real-life settings (Akrich 1995; Oud-
shoorn and Pinch 2003; Kotro 2005; Williams, Slack, and Stewart 2005; Pollock and Williams 2008;
Mozaffar 2016). These studies show that designers are only partly aware of the (often formidable
sets of) user knowledge the organisation may already possess and are selective regarding the
method repertoires their organisation has – projects are simply not perfectly nested within the
total pool of user insights and methods in an organisation (Jensen and Petersen 2016; Pollock and
Williams 2008). There is, however, more conceptual and empirical work to be done in how user
insight in design teams links with broader company-wide repertoires of user insight. To this end,
the paper aims at the following:

(1) Developing a descriptive template that allows clarification of how different methods and other
sources of user insight are interlinked in a project within an organisational context

(2) Demonstrating how this descriptive template can be used to clarify why adequate use of the
‘same’ means for gaining user insight can feature high variety in two projects

In pursuing this aim we hope to bridge and revitalise the research agendas in design, manage-
ment and S&TS on how user understandings and methods for gaining user insights play out in devel-
oper organisations.

We shall next examine in more detail the accumulated research on generating and integrating
user insight into companies in the intersecting area between HCD, innovation studies and S&TS,
and outline the concept and descriptive template of ecologies of user knowledge. We then describe
our data and methods and move on to illustrate the use of the user knowledge ecology template in
an assessment of two contemporary social media productions of a large organisation.

From user-centred methods to ecologies of user knowledge

The methods crisis in HCD and the nascent agenda to study real-life user insights

HCD has developed procedures and methods for how to design human-centred products and systems
since the 1980s. It has developed advancedmodels for describing adopter organisations for which new
technologies are designed and implemented (see e.g. Beyer and Holtzblatt 1998; Preece, Rogers, and
Sharp 2002) and contributed to requirements research models, which have become adept at capturing
and describing complex knowledge-intensive contexts (see e.g. Robertson and Robertson 2006;
Hansen, Berente, and Lyytinen 2009). Ironically, in all their research and in-depth modelling of
formal and informal knowledge flows of organisations that are to use the designed products, services
or systems, from here on customer organisations, HCD and requirements literatures have proceeded
under the assumption that developer organisations simply adhere to these more human-centred pro-
cedures in increasingly encompassing ‘mature’ ways (see e.g. Earthy 1998). This insistence on ground-
ing design decisions on better research and systematic testing, however, faced a ‘methods crisis’ when
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a number of studies compared the effectiveness of what is arguably the most standard part of HCD –
user testing – they found that the experimental set-ups skewed the results significantly (Gray and
Salzman 1998), and when the same programmes were sent for testing with multiple teams, the
teams found little overlap between the usability problems identified (Molich et al. 1999), being
subject to strong evaluator effects (Jacobsen, Hertzum, and John 1998). HCD had to admit that adher-
ence to its methods and procedures was not an objective and sure-fire way to arrive at user-friendly
products. The dominant line of response has been EU COST Actions to harmonize research and practice
on design and evaluation methodologies (Jeffries et al. 2007).

Another line has investigated real-life human-/user-oriented design work. A consistent finding
here is that outside of academia HCD methods are rarely used in isolation, even when almost all
efforts to academically validate them focus on individual methods (Woolrych et al. 2011; van Turnh-
out et al. 2014; Wardlaw 2016). ‘Methods-mixing’ is a consistent feature of how HCD is practiced com-
prised of a set of formal methods, results implemented from previous research, the informal
understandings of users and a set of background resources that the developers were intimately fam-
iliar with. Figure 1 illustrates methods mixes of two teams in a social media development project
(adapted from Johnson et al. 2014a). Such mixes prevail among individual practitioners when they
approach HCD tasks, both among teams such as developer teams or user insight experts, and at
the company level. However, method-mix listings remain crude for characterising how a method
(or another source of user insight) is complemented, cross-validated and used together with other
methods and, particularly, how it ties in with the given development context and company.

Innovation and knowledge management

Innovation and knowledge management offers a corollary to HCD and related research in addressing
how user insight links to broader organisational innovation and knowledge processes. It has researched
how companies acquire the needed knowledge from outside their organisational boundaries and, in
doing so, it has examined how that knowledge was integrated into products and services within the
structures and practices of the company (Leonard-Barton 1995; Orlikowski 2000; Olson and Bakke
2001; Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004). Most of thesemodels have remained generic and themost con-
textualised models address to date user knowledge within an organisation’s absorptive capacity, which
includes managerial goals and sub-capabilities, the underlying practices and method use, and inter-
actions within those (Abrell, Benker, and Pihlajamaa 2017; Benker 2015) (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Two method-mixes in social media development: the game developer’s release-specific method-mix and user insight
group’s method-mix.
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The innovation and knowledge management models thus address how user knowledge is pro-
cessed and acted on in developer companies, and in so doing, they indicate the shortcomings of
HCD models. They do not, however, as yet offer means or templates to bridge the method and
project-specific knowledge stressed by HCD. Also only the most recent developments have moved
beyond assuming that knowledge and contributions from users and customers would be mostly
acquired fresh and then integrated into the existing pools of knowledge of typically different
origins, such as manufacturing, marketing or logistics. Ethnographic studies of innovation show
how novel technologies seldom target such a stable, awaiting reality from which the needed user
requirements can be readily collected by the means of user research. The future users have to be con-
structed, and this requires the difficult work of finding, weighing and contesting information about
potential users and their future engagements with technology (Kotro 2005; Konrad 2008; Hyysalo
2010; Jacobs, Steyaert, and Überbacher 2013) and descriptions of user knowledge in organisations
must take these ambiguous and often informal processes seriously.1

S&TS and the sociology of user representations

S&TS have spearheaded the detailed ethnographic studies on users, which show how real-life pro-
jects blend explicit studies on users with a range of informal and implicit understandings of users
(e.g. Akrich 1995; Woolgar 1991; Sharrock and Anderson 1994) and that this work of representing
users is an integral part of skilled design work, which is not reducible to the mere implementation
of user research results (Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003; Kotro 2005; Heiskanen and Repo 2007;
Jensen and Petersen 2016). On the other hand, S&TS ethnographies show that at least the mature
organisations know a great deal about their users and the issue is just as much about what potential
insight and knowledge is ignored as it is about what insights are endorsed and integrated in a par-
ticular product or service development project (Hyysalo, Jensen, and Oudshoorn 2016; Johnson et al.
2014b; Pollock and Williams 2008). The ignoring of user insight is evident in terms of simply not being
aware of what knowledge within the organisation has accumulated, but it is equally evident in terms
of judging the existing knowledge as irrelevant or misplaced because of its origins in different pro-
jects, products, eras, knowledge interests or people in the organisation (Johnson 2013). In sum,
effective user insight in an organisation consists of both informal ways of knowing the user and for-
mally generated user studies, blended with existing stocks of previous studies, and is typically
adapted piecemeal for new purposes and with new strategic considerations in mind.

But how do these facets of user insight in the projects within an organisation interrelate? S&TS
happens to feature a particularly promising point of departure for developing a descriptive template

Figure 2. User knowledge as part of an organisation’s absorptive capacity (Abrell, Benker, and Pihlajamaa 2017).
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for the task. ‘Ecologies of knowledge’mapping (Akera 2007) has been used to describe how the typi-
callywide variety of different sociotechnical entities – actors, artefacts, skills, knowledge, organisations,
institutions and the like – are arrayed to constitute a body of practice (Akera 2007, 415), without imput-
ing fixed causal relations and identities to sociotechnical entities. The ecologies of knowledge empha-
sise that such a view does not automatically lead to a ‘flattening’ of ontology into actants and actor
networks, and the potential risk of ‘everything being linked to everything’ (Akera 2007), but are com-
patible with some sociotechnical topography aswell. Ecologicalmetaphors with complex causal deter-
minants have long been used in symbolic interactionist sociology to emphasise the continuousmutual
adjustment of actors (Star 1995). Building on this legacy, Akera (2007) proposes a layered represen-
tation of the ecology of knowledge that does not dissolve all a priori assumptions of the entities
that exist (as actor–network theory does), yet refrains from rigidly fixed system boundaries typically
found in ecosystems metaphors in social sciences. He asserts that in a body of practice, sociotechnical
entities need to be arrayed in meaningful assemblages so that the coherence and meaningfulness of
practice are retained. His mapping for an ecology of knowledge then tentatively uses the layers of
actors, artefacts, knowledge/skills, organisations, occupations and disciplines, institutions, macro-
scopic institutions and historical events (Figure 3).

The relations between entities in an ecology of knowledge – in Akera’s example, Vannevar Bush’s
differential analyzer programme – help to retain connections between different entities more clearly
than in flat network depictions (as well as refrain from flattening, for instance, large organisations to
similar nodes as those of the individual actors within them) and in doing so, help retain better clarity
and focalisation beyond mere narrative description (Figure 4). This layered representation of an
ecology of knowledge has been further explored for different purposes (www.rpi.edu/~akeraa/
articles/eK).

The ecologies of user knowledge

Similarly to the other models recounted above, the ecologies of knowledge mapping remains too
generic to address the specificities of user insight in organisations as such, but it holds potential
for doing so if adequately altered. We amended Akera’s layers so that they match those which the
above research highlights. This is in keeping with the spirit of ecology of knowledge mapping as it
does not posit that any particular a priori sociotechnical order has primacy but proposes that
layers of analysis can be posited on the basis of what research has established about socio-
technical entities.

Figure 3. A layered representation of an ecology of knowledge.
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To create a descriptive template for describing user knowledge ecologies in an organisation, Akera’s
layers of history, institutions, occupations and disciplines, organisations, knowledge/skills and actors are
relevant (Figure 5). Given that user knowledge relates to ongoing design efforts, the layer of artefacts
has been changed to projects/artefacts as artefacts in design are in fact mostly artefacts-to-be. To
focalise the modelling better, the generic knowledge and skills layer has been expanded to form two
sub-layers –user-orientedmethods used in the project anduser-orientedmethods used in thewhole organ-
isation – in order to allow for focalisation on formal methods. Each user insight method connects users
and developers in a specific setting, which are grouped into common HCI settings: the user’s setting,
the developer’s setting or a shared setting in between the two, marked as layer subsets (cf. Muller and

Figure 4. A mapping of an ecology of knowledge with focalisation paths to highlight a chain of events in a science programme
(Akera 2007).
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Kuhn 1993). We have also added a layer of media platforms /infrastructures to allow for involving the
relevant platforms of the media industry. User representations are depicted as dotted lines surround-
ing entities spread in different layers and can be direct representations about who the users are, but
equally they can just articulate what the users would do with some technology or articulate what
type of functions, features or moods they might prefer. To help the analysis and visualisation of
results, the neutral links used by Akera are complemented with case-specific enabling connectors
(green) and blocking connectors (red).

With these amendments the mapping should be able to show, for instance, how the capacity of a
user insight method to produce results is the result of the multi-causal agency in a given organisation,
project team or such like, instead of the characteristics of the method only.

Methods and data

Our empirical data in this paper stems from an in-depth longitudinal case study of one organisation,
the Finnish National Broadcasting Company (FNBC), which allows for gaining a rich understanding of
the studied phenomena. Building on the biographies of artefacts and the practices research approach
(Hyysalo 2010; Pollock and Williams 2008), we have combined ongoing observation and interviewing
with a historical reconstruction of the history of the company and their user research method use. The
main data types are semi-structured interviews, field reports and a collection of project and organ-
isational documents and periodical captures of the online web services that we analyze below.
The main data source is 55 interviews, forming a purposeful sample that covers interviewees from
all levels of the organisational hierarchy and all typical job descriptions, such as the managers of
all the main media genres, producers, journalists, and research and development personnel. In
addition, we used snowball sampling and emergent sampling to follow new leads during the
fieldwork (Patton 1990). The interview protocol covered all formal user research methods as well
as the various informal ways by which each interviewee related to users and audience. These lists
were coded and gradually further categorised to specify the method use and other sources of
user insight in the company. The source criticism of documents and the initial interview analyses
were complemented by data triangulation (Denzin 1989). Interview data, such as informants’
accounts of the occurrences in the projects, were compared and cross-validated in order to comp-
lement one another.

We shall next describe the empirical research case that we use for demonstrating how the
ecology of user knowledge can be mapped in relation to an adequate, but different, use of a
specific method. Hence we illustrate how the depiction can be used in research purposes or as
part of a project’s post-mortem analysis – one of the practical uses for the mapping we indicate
in the discussion.

Figure 5. A schematic template for mapping the ecology of user knowledge in an organisation.
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The FNBC and its user research

The FNBC was established in 1926 and today has over 3000 employees. The broadcasting company
has historically had a producer- and journalist-centred orientation, which has gradually shifted
towards open and user-centred orientation during the last decade. User insight methods at the
FNBC range from traditional methods (such as audience research, pilots and focus groups) to
more explorative ones (such as applied ethnography and design probes). Our 55 interviews revealed
circa 70 user research, customer research or user involvement methods in total but only a few that
were widely recognised.

Wewill next introduceandcompare twosocialmediaproductionsof theFNBC, focalisingonhowthese
two productions use the possibilities offered by social media, particularly Facebook, for user engagement
and as a channel to connect with their audience. We do this with the help of ecologies of user knowledge
mapping (Figures 7 and 9) and compare it to the picture method-mixes provide (Figures 6 and 8).

Social media as the key user engagement and insight channel: #lovemilla (2014)

An online drama series called #lovemilla (#lm) is designed for the youth (12-18 years). The series is
comprised of short episodes, ranging from splatter to musicals, featuring real-life celebrities and dis-
guised educational topics. The series is broadcasted on the FNBC’s online TV platform, on YouTube
and on social media. The main characters are ‘alive’ on Facebook and Instagram, where their profiles
are updated by the project team. The episodes form the frame while the whole production is acces-
sible 24/7 via social media. The youth has historically been a difficult target group for the FNBC, but
the first #lovemilla season alone resulted in 3000 Facebook fans, over one million FNBC Areena views,
4,00,000 views on YouTube and 2.5 million Facebook clicks – figures unseen before at the FNBC.

Various user insightmethods havebeen applied in the project, as summarised in Figure 6, indicating
a low presence of formal methods and background resources but a wide array of informal methods.

From a standard HCD perspective, customer insight in the #lovemilla production does not appear
very reliable as it rests on informal sources and interactions with the audience. The ecology of user
knowledge mapping helps to understand why this mix was effective (Figure 7). Despite popular chil-
dren’s productions FNBC (B1), had difficulties in reaching the youth (A1), who have moved away from
TV (A1) due to the growth of digitalmedia entertainment. Thegenre unit of children and youth initiated
#lmwith a small, separate in-house fund (G2) grantedby themanagement of the FNBC (H2). The limited
funding meant the production team (E3) would be small but also flexible and independent.

The producers (H4) drew from their prior experience [F4] the importance of the episode scripts and
dialogue, and their following of the youth target group to socialmedia, especially Facebook, Instagram
and YouTube (C5) led to involving a social media producer (D5) in the #lovemilla team (E5).

The original idea of the #lm production builds on two main sources of user insight. The developing
producer’s little sister represented the youth as a target group (H6, I6), and the producer actively

Figure 6. The #lovemilla project’s method-mix 2013–2014.
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benchmarked (E7) the episode broadcasting field, for instance, an American mockumentary comedy
(G7) that became a key source of inspiration for #lm. In addition, he visited congresses in the field,
took part in internal knowledge sharing sessions in FNBC, worked with young staff members and
actively took the perspective of youth – all this happening in the ‘producer’s setting’ – the domain
of professional media production (I8).

The small team realised the basic concept swiftly. To complement their skills and knowledge, they
liaised with a television production company (E9), which had experience in short-films and splatter
movies (F9) and was given responsibility for the episodes’ scripts (G9). They further liaised with a

Figure 7. User knowledge ecology mapping of #lm 2014. Numbers and letters referred to in-text appear as bracketed numbers and
letters.
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social media concept design consultant (E10) regarding planning and realising the concept’s social
media presence (F10) in the form of blog plan and schedule (G10), which in turn was aligned with
the episodes’ scripts (G10).

The social media interaction (I11) happened in Instagram, Youtube and Facebook, which formed a
shared online setting between users and developers (I12). The project used an in-house community
manager and a social media specialist for operating in the shared online setting (I13), which was poss-
ible due to the managing producer (H13) separately allocating funds for social media presence (G13).
Even as the posts on social media applications are part of the blog plan and synced with the epi-
sodes’, they are improvised as social media makes two-way interactions and co-acting possible.
The collaboratively produced and managed content and community management were regarded
as a key for a successful transmedia production (F12). Episode’s topics that guided the episode
script (G14) were provided by the FNBC’s personnel, who drew inspiration from various sources –
for example from the National Youth Survey (F14) but mostly via the myriad of informal methods
in the producer’s environment (I8, I6) and filming youth programmes at settings where the youth
hang out (I15) (i.e. the user’s setting or a shared physical setting).

Overall, expanding the inquiry to include the ecology of user knowledge and mapping it visually
reveals how #lm couples informal knowing by team members (I8, I15) with extensive two-way inter-
actions in social media (I12), both being used as inputs to the transmedia production and as a part of
the format itself. Interactions with surrogate users, who stand in for the audience, complement this
understanding, whereas formal methods and investigations by the FNBC’s customer research (E16)
only provide secondary background information (I16) and the wide array of the organisation’s user
insights methods (J17) is ignored.

The user insight thus generated is tightly linked to #lm production processes and effectively acted on
by the small production teamwith the help of outsourced skill sets and knowledge, resources allocated
for socialmedia presence and a historically formed remit to trial newways ofworking to reach the youth.

Social media user insight as peripheral to social media development: LearnWeb
(2013)

LearnWeb1 was an online service for teaching and learning purposes that was started in 2007 with
emphasis on targeting teachers. It then evolved into an online learning repository for the broader
public, LearnWeb2 (2013–present), in keeping with the FNBC’s new strategy that emphasises audi-
ence participation. Nonetheless, the role of the internet and social media in LearnWeb2 was
confined to having a webpage with options for sharing content on Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter, which it also used for publishing posts.

The development of LearnWeb2 relied on a series of formal user research methods as visible in the
method-mix in Figure 8, and further built on a variety of informal methods and background information.
What we thus see is a reversal of the #lmmethod-mix: in LearnWeb an impressive amount of formal user
research methods and background resources are complemented with some informal methods.

Figure 8. The LearnWeb project’s method-mix 2013.
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Despite this array of user insight, the project struggled to reach a significant audience.
The ecology of user knowledge mapping (Figure 9) helps to clarify why this was the case.
The project has complex historical roots and organisational underpinnings. LearnWeb1 (G1)
took the educational content from traditional FNBC television channels to a digital platform
(C1), addressing the changed role of television and digital media in schools (A1), as is visible
in the history layer. The service was organizationally coupled with the National Board of
Education (NBE), which funded half of its development to support teachers’ professional devel-
opment (G2). The FNBC’s engagement with education was curtailed by commercial educational

Figure 9. User knowledge ecology mapping of LearnWeb 2013. Numbers referred to in-text appear as bracketed numbers.
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publishers’ digital platforms (C3) to avoid publicly funded competition with commercial
actors (B3).

The FNBC’s unit where LearnWeb team operated (E4) were originally in the vanguard of the util-
isation of social media (F4), but this meant the bloggers (H4) mostly just posting content on Facebook
(C4). The tradition is visible in LearnWeb2 staffing not including a separate social media allocation to
foster active interaction even during the beta phase.

Some users produced content when the team filmed programmes with users at user locations (I5),
such as schools. Others gave feedback in online form on LearnWeb1, in a user panel of about 100
teachers, in an online bulletin board, an online focus group and online user surveys (I6) with the
help of audience researchers (H6). These user insights were complemented with theme interviews
(I7). The service development team also had members with prior teaching experience (F8) who
kept up with professional trends and got direct feedback from the teachers (I9). They were also reg-
ularly provided with information on trends and advances in the field of education by the NBE (F10).
Amidst using this relatively wide share of the organisational repertoire of user insight (J11), the
service had a Facebook page for publishing posts and some informal interaction (I12). In contrast
to #lovemilla, social media community management expertise and resources were missing.

Despite all this user insight, the LearnWeb2 project faced continuous uncertainty as to how its
target group and their needs were developing. This resulted in a lead-user study on online education
and emerging technical solutions (I13) conducted by outsourced researchers (H13). The uncertainty
also pushed the project to seek alignments with the FNBC’s strategy. First, emphasising young users,
and in doing so, expanding the target audience from teachers to covering anyone interested in learn-
ing. Second, LearnWeb2 developers sought to integrate all FNBC services providing teaching material
for creating an umbrella service offering for existing audiences, as well as a wealth of other documen-
tary material that could be used for educational purposes: a highly popular media and documents
repositories (C14). Transferring the content and links to LearnWeb2 took eight months and plenty
of resources, even when helped by external IT supplier (G15). This was further followed by clarifying
the copyright issues (G16) as some contracts prevented content being shared online.

LearnWeb’s position between the FNBC and the NBE (G2) rigidified service development, as did
the FNBC organisational restructuring that transformed new services unit (E17) into internet unit,
which in turn became divided (F17) making web resourcing remain scarce (H18). Amidst these
changes the LearnWeb development team had intermittent staffing and no community manager
or any other such social media-specific job role or skill set was available.

Overall, the ecology of user knowledge’s mapping of LearnWeb shows the effects of a more
confined organisational and historical context on user insight than was the case with #lm. The Learn-
Web project needed to make accountable decisions, pushing it towards more formal methods and user
research (J11). LearnWeb’s room to act on user insight, its ability to run experiments and directly inter-
act with its evolving audience base were all more limited than in #lm. LearnWeb’s staffing and skills also
reproduced the history of predominantly one-way social media use. The surprisingly limited use of
social media as a channel for user insight for a social media application is multi-causally understandable
through the ecology of user knowledge mapping. The abundance of different methods and resources
for user insight also begs the question of whether all these sources have been effectively interlinked
and used as orientation in designing, and thus whether it would have made better sense to resolve
the high uncertainties of social media production through more interactive development process.

Discussion

The user knowledge ecology mappings allow for a detailed examination of how sources of user
insight link with relevant (inter)organisational processes. This analytical focus can depict the factually
utilised user insight knowledge base which development projects rely on. The visual template helps
explicate the elements and linkages, and offers a way to examine user insight without lapsing into
unhelpfully generic depictions or artificially limited scrutiny of individual user research methods
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and their immediate yield, i.e. the shortcomings that remain in the best available innovation manage-
ment and HCD models, and which we illustrated through comparing method-mix and ecology map-
pings of the same projects (Abrell, Benker, and Pihlajamaa 2017; Woolrych et al. 2011).

There are four further contributions for academic research. First, the ecology depictions help indi-
cate why some sources of user insight become effective and others do not, which goes beyond the
state-of-the-art ways to map user insight through ‘methods mixes’ and ‘human centred capacities’
(Johnson et al. 2014a; Abrell, Benker, and Pihlajamaa 2017).

Second, the user knowledge ecology mapping provides the grounds to examine user insight
beyond method yield and reliability, moving on to their adequacy for the project and applicability
within the actual organisational constraints. Our case comparison illustrates the importance of
paying attention to not only complementarities but also to connections which hamper, or even
block, the generation and utilisation of user insight in a development project.

Third, related to the above, the ecologies mapping and case illustrations help counter the
common tendency to assume that more explicit user research is always better. But just as impor-
tantly, it can be used by project teams and managers to explicate why the planned measures for
gaining user insight are either sufficient or insufficient.

Finally the ecologies of user knowledge explicate theminimal requirements in terms of specificity and
coverage needed tomodel user insight in developer organisations for future competingmodels that can
be advanced from for instance HCD, the requirements process or innovation management models.

The user knowledge ecologies mapping can also help the practical management of user insight.
Firstly, for project team leaders the structured nature of the representation guides analysis of
planned and ongoing projects regarding the relevant layers of user insight, both separately and in
their interconnections. This helps ensure the relevant entities and connections do not go unnoticed.
The layered structure of the template helps practitioners who are not familiar with organisational
knowledge flows or human and social science processes, as well as in communicating the often
complex and uncertain status of user insight within a multidisciplinary team. Secondly, for the organ-
ization-widemanagement of user and customer insight, a systematic use of descriptions akin to the two
project assessments presented in the present paper would allow the identification of recurring patterns,
and thus facilitate reflexive learning about the enabling or blocking connections and possibly the
underlying causes shared by those connections. Ecologies mappings can also be used as a backbone
for assessing the role, contribution and relevant staffing in particular units. Similarly, as we did in the
case comparison, the mapping can be used for assessing how a certain method or source of user
insight (such as social media) is used in different projects and what are the conditions for its
success. Similar analysis can reveal why some methods end up being used widely across projects; is
it a matter of happenstance, familiarity and legacy or do these methods have characteristics that are
particularly advantageous or compatible with the developer organisation’s processes or clientele?

Concretely, the above-identified benefits of ecologies mapping can be utilised in the following
activities, which organisations commonly pursue regarding user insight:

. assessing if ongoing projects may be missing obvious possibilities from the already existing user
insight repertoires of the organisation;

. identifying systematic gaps in the penetration of user research at the project level (e.g. what
methods are known to designers and which have actually been used by designers?);

. identifying the organisational structures and dynamics that lead to dysfunctional user research
method choices or hinder the use of potentially more effective user engagement strategies (as
we saw in the LearnWeb case above);

. making post-mortem evaluations as to what a project team used for their user research and to
what effect;

. assessing an organisation’s user insight portfolio and making comparisons across projects and
organisations.
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Conclusions

Project teams and individual designers use, by default, mixes of user research methods. Organis-
ations, by default, hold knowledge of a larger stock of research methods, professional skills and
user representations through which they orient towards users. The ecology of user knowledge rep-
resentation is a means to retain higher clarity of the relations and heterogeneous actors involved,
and, when pursued in visual form, provides a means to render these relations visible and not just
implicitly discussed verbally or in textual narration.

In terms of further research, the different applications of user knowledge ecology descriptions
need to be trialled in different settings, which will in all likelihood lead to further refinements in
how these ecologies can be depicted, how these depictions can be practically created and
whether bespoke software templates can be used to speed the process. User knowledge inside inno-
vating organisations continues to present an empirically important terrain and we have argued that
there are several practical usages at project and organisational levels of management of user knowl-
edge which remain ill-served by the existing models and analytical templates.

Note

1. The relative underdevelopment of user knowledge in innovation and knowledgemanagement may be due to the
issues of users becoming crowded out by research on innovation by users and more radical questions about
where, when, what and how much users, rather than manufacturers, innovate (e.g. von Hippel 2005, 2016).
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